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Despite the large number of papers that have been published, scheduling
and load balancing continue to be an active area of research. The topic covers
all aspects related to scheduling and load balancing including application and
system level techniques, theoretical foundations and practical tools. New aspects
of parallel and distributed systems, such as clusters, grids, and global computing
require new solutions in scheduling and load balancing.

There were 27 papers submitted to Topic 3 track of Euro-Par 2001. As the
result of each submission being reviewed by at least three referees, a total of
10 papers were chosen to be included in the conference program; 5 as regular
papers and 5 as research notes.

Four papers present new theoretical results for selected scheduling prob-
lems. S.Fujita in A Semi-Dynamic multiprocessor scheduling algorithm with an
asymptotically optimal performance ratio considers the on-line version of the
classical problem of scheduling independent tasks on identical processors and
proposes a new clustering algorithm which beats the competitive ratio of the
known ones. E.Angel et al. in Non-approximability results for the hierarchical
communication problem with a bounded number of clusters explore the com-
plexity and approximability frontiers between several variants of the problem of
scheduling precedence constrained tasks in the presence of hierarchical commu-
nications. For the same problem, but in the case of bulk synchronous processing,
N.Fujimoto and K.Hagihara in Non-approximability of the bulk synchronous task
scheduling problem show the first known approximation threshold. W.Loewe and
W.Zimmermann in On Scheduling Task-Graphs to LogP-Machines with Distur-
bance propose a probabilistic model for the prediction of the expected makespan
of executing task graphs to the realistic model of LogP-machines, when compu-
tation andcommunication may be delayed.

Another four papers propose scheduling and load balancing algorithms which
are tested experimentally and exhibit substantially improved performance.

D.T.Altilar and Y.Paker in Optimal scheduling algorithms for communication
constrained parallel processing consider video processing applications and pro-
pose periodic real-time scheduling algorithms based on optimal data partition
and I/O utilization. F.Gine et al. in Adjusting time slices to apply coscheduling
techniques in a non-dedicated NOW present an algorithm for adjusting dynam-
ically the time slice length to the needs of the distributed tasks while keep-
ing good response time for local processes. E.Krevat et al. in Job Scheduling
for the BlueGene/L System measure the impact of migration and backfilling,
as enhancements to the pure FCFS scheduler, to the performance parameters
of BlueGene/L system developed for protein folding analysis. D.Kulkarni and
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M.Sosonkina in Workload Balancing in Distributed Linear System Solution: a
Network-Oriented Approach propose a dynamic adaptation of the application
workload based on a network information collection and call-back notification
mechanism.

Finally, two papers propose practical tools and ideas for automatic mapping
and scheduler selection. X.Yuan et al. in AMEEDA: A General-Purpose Map-
ping Tool for Parallel Applications on Dedicated Clusters combine formalisms,
services and a GUI into an integrated tool for automatic mapping tasks on
PVM platform. M.Solar and M.Inostroza in Automatic Selection of Scheduling
Algorithms propose a static layering decision model for selecting an adequate al-
gorithm from a set of schedulingalgorithms which carry out the best assignment
for an application.

We would like to express our thanks to the numerous experts in the field for
their assistance in the reviewing process. They all worked very hard and helped
to make this is a coherent and thought provoking track.
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